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After growing up in a small town in North Somerset, Brad 
Alexander made the leap to the big smoke to pursue a 
degree in marketing. It wasn’t soon after his move when 
he got scouted by an established male model. Although 
skeptical at first, he did eventually give it a try and ended 
up with a very successful international career on his hands; 
working not just in London but also Paris, Milan and even 
as far as Tokyo, he has fronted advertising campaigns for 
industry icons such as Issey Miyake and Yohji Yamamoto, 
shot the cover of Vogue Japan and walked numerous 
catwalks during the major Fashion Weeks in Europe. 

Modelling has given him the opportunity to not only travel 
around the world, but acquire a global audience and 
clientele but Brad’s true passion has always been acting. 
Despite no formal training, once signed with an acting 
agency in London, he managed to secure his breakout role 
in the hit Netflix show “YOU” as the mysterious Edward after 
only a handful of auditions, which was released in February 
2023.

Outside of his now dual career, Brad is a committed vegan 
with a passion for animal welfare and environmentalism. He 
is a spiritual individual and spends his spare time meditating 
and connecting to nature. Of course he is also a huge 
cinephile who dedicates his time to learning from the greats 
and aspires to expand his career in acting through this 
meticulous learning. As his career has begun to flourish so 
quickly, he is on a solid path to becoming a household name.
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Thank
you.

Integrated across booking, digital, creative, PR & events, we meet 
the changing needs of our clients and their consumers, to create 
meaningful and engaging content. We understand the metrics of 
success and have the relevant teams and tools to measure them.

Our in-house creative team are able to scope and produce short form 
content for brands and talent.


